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THE HUMAN PERSON:
A:SHORT NOTE ON THE VEDANTIC PERSPECTIVES

The Vedantic conception of the human person is embeddedin
the general Indian conception of man and his world. Right from
the beginning, Indianshavedistinguished betweenthe apparentnature
and the real nature of man. On this point there Is no donvergence
among the Indian schools of philosophy in generaland the Vedantlc
schools In particular.

'One feature in which the Indian schools in general disagree
with the Western view is that the former does not regard the
condition in which man is naturally found to be his real condition.
If we should be using Kantianterminology, man has a phenomenal
nature as well as a noumenal nature. Man's physical body, mind
and all attendant phenomenalike old age, disease and death are
parts of his phenomenal nature and his noumenalnature has nothing
to do with these attendant phenomena. According to most schools
of Indian thought, and particularly the schools of Vedanta, man is
an eternal Self but is invariably subjected to a real or imaginary
transmigratory process and therefore he has to essentially overcome
this process or realise that he is not really subject to such a
ƒ�ocess.

Another feature in which the Indian schools differ from the
Western ones is the concept of the human ego and the centrality
given to it in the whole thought system. All travails and the
transmigration that the human person undergoes is due to the
functioning of the ego. Subjugation or elimination of the ego is
the central key to the liberation of man. The differences in the
conception of the human person among the two types of Vedanta-
the theistic and the absolutistic - arequite radical in nature although
the schools are all based on a common set of scriptural texts.

The human person under the control and influence .of the ego
is said to behave ignorantly and it is ignorance which is the root
cause of all evil that the individual encounters throughout his
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tran,smigrato{y existences. This ignorance is not just the absence
6t- fi~llt knowledge but a sort of positive force that motivates all
ftuinan: adth/ity. All processes of sadhana advocated by the Vedantlc
schools are therefore aimed at the removal of this pnmordlal ignorance.

',.: l~e ttifferences' between the human person whO is" under Ih.il:, ',' ; '_,,', , ' ,"_ ~ , "

spell of ignorance and the one who has finally overcome ignorance
are, clearly expounded by the Vedantic schools. There [s not a
~re~t 'd$al: of difference among the schools of Vedanta In the m~atter
M v(,h~t the human person is when he is under the spell of ignorance~t
Their' positions can saf~ly be generalized in this way: the indivld~~I:'
C.r6~snot know the true nature of himself and the rest of existence'
~ui"rounding him. But, the point concerning What th~' in~di\tidli,al'
really becomes when he attains correct knowledge of' hlm'self 8'n't'
tile .wQ!ld around; him, is not one of similar ,general agr~ent
a~ong, the Vedantic schools. The differences among, t~Etm a~e ,~,
sha,rpest on this issue.

':. '. \-.' ; ~
: The phrase used above, "does not know the true nature of

himself and the rest of existence surrounding him," ceases t~ have'
s' common general meaning the moment the ideas concerning the:
tf\Je' nature of the individual and the world are spelt QuI ac~o,rding:
tQ: 88(fh school of Vedanta. Still, one point can be said' to ~"

•.: " ,,';, ' '", ,. , ',' l)
common to all the schools of Vedanta: Under the spell of ignoranc~,
tile ,individual perceives himself as a distinct. independent entiiV.'
different from the things and other persons surrounding him. But,
again, while this perception of difference is considered erroneous
by Advaita Vedanta, the theistic schools like Visistadvaita and'
Dvaite do not choose to do so. According to Advaita, non-difference
between' the individual and the rest, of existence surrounding him'
is the' ultimate truth. According to Ovaita, this difference :is f rHI:
and ultimate. Visistadvaita, which chooses, to regard everything in'
the world including the individual selves as the "body" of God;:
ends up admitting some kind of an identity-in-difference. Because;
of 'these differences, the state of liberation in which one has true"
k,nowledge also turns out to be different among the schools of~
Vedanta.

, The human person continues to exist until the moment of: his
actuaf physical death even when he has reached the end of the;
series' of his transmigratory cycle. The main difference between'
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Advaita and the two other rival schools of theistic Vedanta is that
according to the former the human person can be in the state ot
liberation while still alive whereas according to the theistic schools
such a thing is impossible. In view of this, differences must also'
exist in the conception of the human person between these two:'
types of Vedanta. The purpose of this short paper is to explore
the difference in these conceptions in some detail. -,

I would like to highlight this difference by taking the nature,
of the ego as the focal point of exposition. The ego is what
makes an individual an individual by imparting to him a sense of
separation of himself from others and the world. Obviously, in'
Advaita, this ego cannot be said to be still existing and operating"
when the human person is liberated. When the true identity of.the:
Self is realized, the sense of self-identity is totally eliminated. .n.
falls. off naturally and does not return. The person continues .to look
and act like a person, but this is not because he is a person in the:
conventional sense. He is not at all aware of the distinctive features
on account of which he is considered a person. For example"
identifying oneself by a certain proper name is natural to any human
~erson. Identifying oneself as being related in certain ways to other
persons is also natural to such persons. All such identifications
are' rooted in the sense of self- identity, which, in turn, is, rooted:
in the ~go. Therefore, if the ego were to become non-functional"
the sense of self-identity should also fall off.

One .may wonder how there could be a human person, except
perhaps a total lunatic, who is without the sense of self-identity.
This is, because we tend to identify human persons via their sense
of self-identities. Because of this, it becomes quite difficult to
accord. credibility to the possibility required to be admitted in Advalta,
viz., of a person without a sense of self-identity and an ego.
When we talk of someone as "ego-less" what we mean is thathe
does not assert himself at the cost of others and not that he' is
really without an ego. Since we cannot imagine ourselves without
an .ego, we cannot naturally imagine another also without an ego.
But, the existence of human person who is without an abiding
or enduring sense of self-identity is quite possible and I believe
that such an existence, though rare, is exemplified in the person
of Sri Ramana Maharshi whom I shall hereafter refer to merely as'
"Ramana" •
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If one wades through the pages of Talks with Sri Raman.
M,harshl (Tiruannamalai, 1968), Ramana can be seen talking on
many a topic, but without using the personal pronoun "I." He is
the master of the art of talking without any reference to himself.
On some very rare occasions, when the flow of thought compels
a reference to himself, he manages by using the term which others
use to refer to him: "the Maharshi." There are two or three in-
cidents in the life of Ramanawhich clearly establish that he lived
without a sense of self-identity.

The first incident relates to some litigation which arose in
connection with the Ramanashramam.Some devotees took a certain
issue to the court and as there was a reference to Ramanain the
petition, the recording of a statement by Ramanabecame necessary.
No attempt was made to get Ramanato the court hall as it was well
known that he had never left the hill on which he had been living
for decades. Instead, a court official himself came down to the
Ashram. In characteristiclegal fashion, the official askedfor Ramana's
name and was told in reply: "They all call me Ramana." In an-
other instance, a little girl called Lalitha confronts ,Ramailawith a
straight question: "What is your namez- Ramanashoots backwith
a counter question: "What is your name7" to which the little girl
instantly replies: "My name is Lalitha." After this, the little girl
repeats her question. Then, Ramanaasksher earnestly: "You know
me. Don't you7" to which she replies in the affirmative. Shedoes
not ask the question once again.

The most revealing incident concerns a biography of Ramana
which was written by someone who was not exactly his devotee.
Several devotees had seen him come and talk to Ramanaon a few
occasions and when this man came out with a biography of the
Maharshi they were all very delighted and curious. But, whenthey
read it, they were all in for a shock. It was well known among
all the devotees that Ramanahad left his houseas a boy of thirteen,
had come to Arunachala in Tiruvannamalai,had been in a stateof
deep meditation for several years and had settled down on the hill.
But, the biographer had written that Ramanawas married and had
some children whom he had left behind when he took to sanyas.
The devotees became very- angry and confronted the biographer
about the patent lie concerning Ramana's marriage and fatherhood,
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v(,her~uponhe announced. to their consternation, that whatever he ~
h'ad Written had been authenticated by the Maharshi himself. .Not
believing even a word of this biographer, they came to Ramana.for ,
cotifirmation. Yes, Ramana confirmed every word of their report:
th8~'m8nhad come to him, had readout the biography to him and-
that- he also rememberedabout the wife and children of Ramanathe,
man'had written about. The devotees grew desperateand protestedr:
''But . all that is not at all true." Ramana's reply was a simple'
question: "Then, what is the truth?"

To Ramana,any biographical information about himself was with~
out meaning. Since Ramana perceived himself as the Self, he had
no biography precisely because the self hasno biography. In one of
his .conversatlons he makesan interesting remark to the effect that it
ls..on.l)' .the not-Self that can be talked about and not the Self. Since'~
the true ''1'' is always the Self, it is naturally impossible to use' that I

expression to refer to the bodymind complex associated with an' ego'
~hi~h is normally understood to be the human person. Ramanaused:
to' receivea numberof letters from all over the country from his devote-
e~and replies to these letters were promptly written by his devotees'
irUhEfAshram. But all these replies usedto be in the third personas '
c,oming from "the Maharshi." Several devoteeshad composedpoems"
in praiseof Ramanaand often these poems were being sung in the
Ashram. On manyan occasion Ramanacould be seen joining in the'
singing' of his own praise without being conscious in the least thafit .
was'all .about himself. Thesefacts further confirm that Harnana lived'
without any sense of self-identity.

."\

.' : SrtRamakrishnawho was also a great Advaitin did usethe personal
pronoun' "1" almost as frequently as any of us would, but ,f he WEne
tI:J be cornered with the question as to who really this ''1'' he was"
"Uking about was, I am sure that he would not have identified it,
with himself, the humanperson in the normalsense. While conversing~
with: people using the term "I" he often makesit very clear that it ($"
"the Mother" who is talking through him and that he is merelyal)'
instrument in the handsof the Mother. This points to his not having
any Senseof self-identity in the way we all normally have.

'"
Therefore, in the Advaitic tradition, the nature of the human

person in the liberated state is that he is complstelv without the
&00.' One cannot doubt as to how anyone can function without'
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the ego because, even while the ego is functioning, it is rooted
in the Self alone. The ego can never function without being rooted
in the Self. While the ego needs the Self for its being and
sustenance, the Self does not need the ego in the same way. The
ego is never really a distinct entity by itself, it being the Self
itself appearing as a delimited, distinct entity. Its features and
functions are not those ot the Self. Therefore, while the ego can
never be around without a name, the Self is always without a name.
The entity that answers the question "Who am 17" with the reply
"1 am .•••" is always the ego. When there is no answer, it is the
Self •

. In sharp contrast to this, Visishtadvaita and Dvaita the human
person has a distinct self-identity permanently associated with him
in both the embodied and the liberated states. The individuality
asso.ciated with the human person is not eliminated in the state of
liberation. Only the autonomy of the ego. and not the ego itself,
is completely eliminated. The ego of the individual is completely
subordinated to the will of the Lord who is the sole master of
everything. Thus, according to these schools, the state in which
the ego is autonomous is the state of ignorance and bondage.
The state in which this autonomy is lost or completely surrendered
to, 'the will of the Lord, is the state of liberation. In order to com-
pl~tely and fully surrender to the Lord, one must first reach Him
and this is- not possible while (me is embodied. Therefore, liberation
in its true and complete sense is not possible for the human person
while he is still alive and tethered to the body. Attempts to com-
pletely surrender oneself to the Lord gradua lIy transform the in-
dlvldual and weaken his egoistic impulses. The human person goes
on getting transformed until he reaches so perfect a stage that he
can no longer hold on to a body-mind complex. Though such 8

transformation is not accomplished by the human person unless
th~re are conscious efforts on his part, still, the success of such
efforts does not depend upon him. One must have the grace of
the lord to succeed in such effcrts. Such divine grace is totally
unconditional. It is ertirely within one's hands to earnestly try for
salvation, but its attainment depends entirely on the Lord Himself.

This kind of an outlook brings about deep transformations in
the human person, The first and foremost effect is genuine humility,
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An individual can never think of himself as a privileged person
just because he is totally and sincerely devoted to the Lord. He
cannot in any way think of himself as being superior to any other
individual on account of his devotion because it is not known how
the Lord Himself chooses to treat different devotees. This makes
the individual look upon every element in creation as equal to
every other element since the Lord is equally the indweller ~H
controller of them all. The individual is no more able to differentiate
among his fellowmen or other creatures. Thus, he is in a state
that is essentially non-different from the state of the jlvanmukta of
Advaita.

When one's ego is surrendered, it is not possible to look upon
anything including one's own body as one's own and this results
in true detachment. Since the Lord is perceived as the indw~lIer
in everything, the love of the human person for the Lord manifests it-
self in love for all the things in which the Lord dwells. Whether
it is seeing the same Self in everything or the same Lord in. every-
thing, the consequences of such seeing are not vastly different.
Only the conceptual structures associated with such seeing :81'e
fundamentally different. The elimination of the ego is notthe saffle
as its total control or subjugation, but they both seem to result in
very similar effects on the human person.


